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As you look at this picture of the rock climbers, once you get over the dizzy feeling in the pit of 

your stomach, you begin to realize what it takes for people to climb a mountain—determination, 

a desire to conquer, the need to accomplish, and a sense of call to go beyond what you think you 

alone can do. The Toward Vitality Team of interviewers has discovered that clergy and 

laypeople in leadership within our local churches have a similar task in accomplishing change 

within their congregations.   

What do rock climbers need in order to ascend a mountain? The right equipment, the support of a 

team, good physical health, knowledge and training, and continual practice seem to be the major 

factors in helping a person conquer a mountain. These can also help clergy and laypeople in 

leadership transform churches. 

This report is the culmination of an eighteen-month project that has studied how churches 

change. It is the result of 158 interviews of local churches, the individual coaching of eight 

congregations across the country, and by conducting free Readiness 360 Congregational 

Surveys.  The General Board of Discipleship, General Commission on Religion and Race, 

United Methodist Communication, and General Council on Finance and Administration of The 

United Methodist Church funded and supported the project.   

Church interviews were conducted in almost every annual conference area of The United 

Methodist Church in the United States by asking district superintendents to recommend 

congregations that have experienced change and are now reaping the benefit of that change by 

reaching new people, younger people, and more diverse people. About one third of the district 

superintendents responded to our request by suggesting anywhere from one to fifteen 

congregations and the names of pastors. Of the names gathered from each jurisdiction, 

approximately one-half of those congregations responded that they would participate, and 

approximately three-quarters of those churches actually completed our research process.   
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A desire to research a specific type of change within local congregations was never defined in 

this process. We talked with congregations who had lost their buildings due to fire and flood.  

Other congregations strategically relocated, mostly from downtown land-locked buildings with 

no parking to suburban areas that are now thriving because of demographic shifts within the 

community. Churches who had experienced merger participated. Several congregations told us 

about adding new services, new small-group ministries, or even new sites for worship—all of 

which dramatically changed the dynamics of the congregation. Two specific types of attitude 

adjustments were also noted as change agents: (1) moving from inward thinking and 

programming (it’s about our needs) to more outward thinking and programming (it’s about how 

God uses us in our community); and similarly, (2) the shift from making good “church members” 

(our pastor serves us) to making disciples of Jesus Christ (we work together in mission and 

ministry to serve others). It is important to note here that the end result of whatever changes a 

congregation experienced—in the leadership groups we interviewed—the change had a positive 

impact on the life of the congregation. These congregations consider themselves to be thriving 

now because of their change experience. 

The specific directive from the general agencies that supported and funded this project was to 

discover places where boundaries are being crossed and where people are thrilled to be in 

ministry with persons not previously served by the church. Discovering the resources, practices, 

and motivations that help congregations change their culture (attitudes, actions, and behaviors) 

has been the key to the success of this project. How do churches learn? How do they hold 

themselves accountable to changing their church culture? How do they share their stories with 

other congregations? Understanding change within congregations and knowing how to offer 

resources and support so more congregations can move toward vitality has been our hope for this 

project from the beginning. 

The interview team consisted of Mrs. Kim Shockley, Team Leader; Reverend Tom Barlow from 

Denver, Colorado; Reverend Theresa Thames from Washington DC; Mrs. Liliana Peña Rangel 

from Garland, Texas; Mr. Mark McCormack from Nashville, Tennessee; and Reverend Beth 

Estock from Portland, Oregon. Our diverse team, scattered across the United States, led 

interviews by phone, Skype, and in person. Each interview consisted of the same sixteen 

questions: 

General Transformation Questions 

 How would you describe a specific change within the life of your congregation that has 

helped you become more Christlike? 

 What specific church culture (attitudes, actions, and behaviors) had to be transformed? 

 What were the biggest obstacles to change? 

 How did you overcome these obstacles? 
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 What resources have been most helpful to your congregation’s development in the areas 

of discipleship, transformation, or missional outreach?  What necessary resources could 

you not find for this transformation? 

Vision-specific 

 How has prayer impacted your vision-making process? 

 How did you determine a purposeful vision focus for your congregation?   

 How have you experienced buy in to the vision from your congregation? 

Lay Leadership-specific 

 How are laypeople engaged in an outward or missional focus in their daily lives? 

 How do you organize people and tasks to accomplish your vision? 

 Describe the evidence of discipled living within your congregation; specifically share the 

impact of spiritual disciplines.   

Pastoral Leadership-specific 

 Describe any actions or behaviors that are new for the pastor as a result of congregational 

transformation. 

 Does your pastor practice coaching, apprenticing, empowering, or mentoring leadership 

within your congregation?  How is this helpful? 

 How does your pastor encourage discipleship within your congregation? 

Evidence of Transformation 

 How is your community different because of the work of your congregation? 

 How are you reaching and developing people who profess faith?  

The answers were recorded during the interview, reviewed by the pastor, and then captured in a 

data system that allowed the team to discover similarities and differences. Mark McCormack 

worked to analyze the data and organize it into forms that we could use to share our findings. A 

report of his analysis is available. 

While it is true that we found overlap among the themes that this report represents, these six 

major themes and specific insights represent the best of our study: 
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 Vision and Purpose offer a consistent focus for change experiences within 

congregations. Discerning a vision together through prayer and Bible study seems 

to be particularly powerful.

 Clergy Leadership is an impetus for change, in that the desire for change often 

comes through the clergy leader, often at the beginning of a new appointment.

 Lay Leadership is the hands and feet of change.  Only when laity feel inspired, 

empowered, and connected to a sense of call will change really occur.

 Overcoming Obstacles is the hard work of change.  Employing a strategy to 

overcome obstacles is an important part of the work of clergy and lay leaders.  

Obstacles provide an opportunity for leaders to be proactive rather than reactive.

 Spiritual Disciplines are the motivators for change. The discovery of God’s 

purposes through prayer and Bible study and other means of grace move 

congregations toward change.

 Resources provide an opportunity to find help for change. There is no one right 

answer that will fit every congregation.  Resources are as varied as congregations 

are varied, but some resources were reported consistently.

“Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands is not 

quickly broken”  (Eccl. 4:12).  The three strands that seem to be universal in all the interviews 

we have conducted across all lines of diversity are (1) a clergy leader who is not afraid of 

change, (2) laypeople in leadership who partner with the clergy leader, and (3) a sense of God’s 

vision/purpose to fuel mission and ministry. When these three factors work well together, a vital 

and enthusiastic ministry is the outcome! 

Vision and Purpose: A Focus For Change 

 Kim Shockley, Team Leader 

I would first like to unpack what we discovered about Vision and Purpose as foci for change.  

The only churches we interviewed who did not expressly use a sense of vision or purpose to 

move them forward were those who experienced a catastrophic event related to their buildings 

(fire or flood).  However, these churches turned to God to discover their next steps on how to 

move forward, and out of that came the direction they needed to recover and claim new life in 

ministry.  Ashes to Life Ministry in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, is a great example. When 

Otterbein United Methodist Church was destroyed in 2008 by a massive fire that burned the city 

block, this small congregation regrouped by praying for what God wanted for their future. They 

are now growing as a congregation that is reaching out to those in recovery throughout their 

community. Through recovery-style worship, a significant emphasis on formative prayer, and 

small groups, they are making an impact on the lives of new people.   
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The vast majority (79.1%) of the other congregations interviewed moved forward with some 

sense of God’s purpose or vision to accomplish new ministries. This was true and provided focus 

for those congregations that merged, relocated, added new ministry venues, or simply needed an 

attitude adjustment. We noticed three different ways in which the churches discerned vision.  

None of these three ways seemed to work better than another, which led us to believe that any 

way by which a church can attain focus for their ministry is a good way! 

We realized one way that vision was discerned when we heard several pastors and laypeople in 

leadership report using an intentional vision process as the way their ministry achieved vision. 

These processes were available through their annual conferences or through professional 

consultants whom they hired to work with them. The processes varied in style from prescription 

(“we will tell you what to do”) to discovery (“we will help you find your own answers”). Both 

approaches were helpful to focus a congregation’s ministry toward the future, although the 

discovery method garners congregational buy in faster, even though the process takes longer. 

A second way was hearing from several leaders who shared with us their own informal process 

that helped them to attain a greater sense of God’s purpose for their congregation.  One example 

that stands out is Evangelical United Methodist Church in Billings, Montana, that studied the 

book of Acts for a year through small groups, Sunday school classes, and preaching. The 

outcome was a sense of purpose that provided them with the slogan, “Act Your Faith.” From this 

they developed a “free store” that partners with several other churches in the area to meet the 

needs of their community. The “free store” intentionally builds relationships with their clients, 

reaching new people for Christ, and leads to a greater enthusiasm for ministry within the 

congregation. 

Third, sometimes vision is carried with the clergy leader. While this is almost always true for 

new congregations (vision is planted first in the heart of the pastor), a newly appointed clergy 

leader can make a difference within the life of a congregation when a sense of vision and 

purpose is the motivating focus for their new ministry together. Indeed, for 55% of the 

congregations interviewed, the arrival of new clergy was cited as a major motivating factor for 

change. Often congregational leaders who related this experience of change were unable to 

verbalize what happened. In listening to these stories over and over again, the interview team 

affirmed that the Holy Spirit had descended on these congregations. A pastor came with a clear 

sense of purpose, the leaders of the congregation willingly partnered with that vision, and change 

happened!  It should be said that many of these stories included a sense of chaos and sometimes 

conflict and loss until a vision was clearly defined and articulated throughout the congregation.   

No one ever said that claiming a new sense of vision or purpose for a congregation was easy!  

Nearly a quarter of the congregations interviewed explicitly discussed loss of members in the 

process of claiming a clearer sense of purpose for their congregation. Church members with a 

sense of entitlement, their own agendas, or who lost (or feared losing) control were areas for 

conflict and loss. 
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Congregational buy in to the vision evidenced that change was happening. This seemed to come 

in fruitful ways when clergy and laypeople in leadership shared a consistent message about 

vision and how it was being lived out though the congregation. Ability to point to vision or 

purpose in conversation and decision-making processes also helped people buy in to a God-

oriented vision. Most often the evidence of buy in came through participation in outreach events, 

worship and study opportunities, and by consistent financial support of the work of the church.  

Interestingly, many of the congregations we interviewed are paying 100% of their 

apportionments, and many of them see this as a spiritual discipline.   

Clergy Leadership: An Impetus for Change 

Reverend Thomas A. Barlow 

In addition to sacramental and pastoral ministries, clergy fulfill critical roles in leadership. 

However, as our study revealed, this was not accomplished by providing intense, directive 

management of church life. Rather, the role of the clergy in these transformational ministries 

focused on communication, empowering staff and laity, conflict resolution, and helping to create 

and maintain a new understanding of “church.” 

Communication 

The concept of the pastor (typically, in larger churches, the role of the senior pastor) as a “chief 

communicator” came up frequently in our conversations. As noted previously, a sense of vision 

and purpose is absolutely critical to provide a focus for change. Clergy certainly bear a 

significant part of the burden of communicating vision. However, our interviews revealed that 

this process is more complex than simply stating and restating that vision. 

While many of the churches described themselves as either “ready” or even “desperate” for 

change, others were not. In these latter cases, a significant task of the clergy was to help the 

church, as a body, to understand the need for change. In some instances, a newly appointed 

pastor was able to bring this message directly. In other cases, the need for change had to be 

communicated via an outside voice. In some instances, this outside voice belonged to the district 

superintendent; in other cases, the intervention of either conference personnel or outside 

consultants (in two unique situations, these two roles melded together) was required. Generally, 

input from such outside sources carried significant authority. In many cases, the support of the 

district superintendent—whether that person was a critical outside voice or not—was viewed as 

absolutely necessary for successful change and transformation. 

We discovered in the interview process that the communications role of the clergy involved 

conveying the methods of change. Generally, the churches reported that these methods were 

developed in consultation with lay leadership, although in some specific instances the clergy 

(typically in a multi-clergy environment) would identify methodologies and then communicate 

them to lay leadership. When these methods were developed in conversation with laity, the 
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creation of an environment of openness and the acceptance of ideas and input from all segments 

of a congregation moved the process forward. Almost a quarter of the congregations interviewed 

(23.4%) emphasized including all congregants in important meetings, ensuring that everyone’s 

voice and ideas could be heard. Even when the leadership rejected specific ideas, the fact that 

they had been received and considered with transparency often resulted in broader acceptance of 

the final decisions. 

Several churches credited clear and open communication throughout the change process with 

reducing overall resistance (fear, gossip, and efforts to undermine the process) from the 

congregation. In many cases, this involved regular communication of decisions during worship 

services, congregational meetings, newsletters, e-mails, and the like. While the success of change 

and transformation was often directly tied to the message from the pulpit, the importance of 

multiple voices—particularly those of laity—communicating the change process came up 

repeatedly in our conversations. The role of the pastor, however, was seen to be unique. The 

pastor is in a position to connect directly both the need and methods of change to theological and 

scriptural foundations. Effectively making these connections was, in some cases, key to 

overcoming resistance. 

Empowering Leadership Style 

In these change situations effective clergy were overwhelmingly understood as people who 

found ways to balance the role of “team leader” with the role of “collaborator.” That is, they 

carried the authority of leadership while using that authority to create space for others to succeed. 

While we often heard that it was critical for clergy to model the sort of discipleship that they 

were inviting others to experience, empowering was the term used most to describe these leaders, 

with an impressive 80% of the congregations interviewed discussing some form of laity and/or 

staff empowerment. Empowerment was generally described as providing others (most often 

laity) with the tools needed to identify their individual calls and gifts, discover ways to fulfill 

those calls and employ those gifts, and provide space within the ministry of the church for those 

calls and gifts to be exercised. Coaching and resourcing others was common and tended to be 

described within the context of empowerment. Mentoring was more common in specific 

situations: small churches where the pastor could manage a coaching relationship within his or 

her schedule and large churches where a pastor provided coaching to staff and clergy working in 

specific roles. In many cases, the significant change that had taken place which provided space 

for transformation to occur involved the transition from a highly directive, hands-on pastor to a 

new pastor who was less directive and more open to allowing laity to find their places to serve, 

and then to serve and, indeed, to lead. 

Overall, the effective clergy-leadership reflected in our conversations involved one that provided 

cohesive, top-level leadership, while at the same time having sufficient self-confidence that 

helping others to be successful (sometimes in spectacular ways) was non-threatening and 

understood as part of the process of “being church.” One pastor shared that she understood her 
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task as “making myself small so that others may shine.” Similarly, nearly half (48.1%) of the 

congregations and pastors interviewed showed evidence of a distributive form of leadership in 

which the role of the pastor is diminished through intentional delegation to and sharing with 

others. Overall, the phrase “servant leader” would convey the elements of the effective 

leadership styles we heard about, although respondents seldom used that specific term. 

The willingness to take risks was also a key element of successful leadership, along with the 

understanding that failures will occur no matter how much planning is involved. Several 

churches mentioned specific attempts at new ministries, new programs, and even new campuses, 

which turned out to be poorly conceived, poorly executed, or simply ill-timed. In these cases, 

individuals in positions of leadership recognized that it was “okay to fail,” gracefully brought the 

ministry to a close, and, perhaps most importantly, spent time reflecting on and learning from the 

failure. This kind of “lessons learned” approach provided congregations with valuable insights as 

they looked to new possibilities. 

Conflict Resolution 

As these churches implanted changes, conflict was common, and the clergy were inevitably 

involved in resolving those conflicts. This points, once again, to the need for the clergy to take 

authority and lead through conflict, rather than dwelling within it. The term “non-anxious 

presence” was used in several of the conversations, although the leaders with whom we spoke 

did not fall into the common trap of allowing this non-anxious presence to become passive, weak 

leadership; rather, the strong, focused, consistent leadership we heard of provided space for 

healing and moving forward. 

In several conversations, leaders explicitly identified the importance of making decisions by 

consensus at the leadership level (involving both clergy and laity) and then communicating the 

decisions as though they were unanimous, even when they weren’t. Stated differently, the leaders 

(again, both clergy and laity) who served in these churches were sufficiently mature to present a 

unified front to the congregation, even when there was disagreement within the group. 

Many churches specifically identified the crucial need to understand that there will never be 

unanimity on every front, and that this does mean that over the course of implementing change 

some congregants will choose to leave. Leaders expressed an interest in understanding the 

reasons people chose to leave but, in virtually all cases, allowed that attrition to happen without 

changing the decisions that were made. Indeed, in several instances the ability to begin the 

process—transforming the congregation in positive ways—stemmed from the departure of 

specific individuals. As noted previously, the support of the district superintendent (and, perhaps, 

the bishop) was important for change and transformation. In the midst of the loss of congregants, 

the church and its leaders needed the support from the supervisor and for it to be explicitly 

communicated to the clergy. 
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A New Understanding of Church 

Overall, the role of the pastor in these churches involved helping to craft and convey a new 

understanding of church. In many cases, this included helping churches understand that the 

nature of the community, the opportunities for ministry, and/or the makeup of the congregation 

had changed, and that old approaches to ministry no longer worked. Instead, the task of the 

clergy was to begin to shape a new understanding of what church means and to shape a new 

vision of how the church can meet the community and the world and relate to each in new ways. 

This new understanding commonly involved a decentering of the ministry. Instead of focusing 

on the pastor, the ministry was focused on the calls and the gifts of the people in the church, with 

the pastor working to emphasize empowerment, rather than detailed, hands-on leadership. The 

pastor did fulfill specific tasks, including those unique to his or her call (often, this would include 

sacramental ministry, as well as some form of pastoral support, depending upon the size of the 

congregation). The role of the pastor in these churches was to communicate the need for change 

and the methods of change, exercise authority where needed, and resolve conflicts that could not 

be resolved otherwise. 

For many, this is a new—or perhaps rediscovered—paradigm for what it means to be a church. 

This will be discussed in greater depth below. 

 

Lay Leadership: The Hands and Feet of Change 

Data and Perspective shared by Reverend Theresa Thames 

Supported by Tom Barlow and Beth Estock 

It has been said that a common theme in our interviews involved decentering the ministry of the 

church from the clergy, with the specific intent of empowering laity to serve in ministry. This 

involved strong lay leadership—people who understood the new meaning of “church” that was 

envisioned and who felt empowered to help make that a reality. As one church put it, “people 

will follow when there is good leadership.” This remains true in terms of clergy leadership as 

well as lay leadership. As with our original premise of the three-stranded cord, the work of the 

laity within a change situation is exceptionally important. We know that “the gifts [God] gave 

were that some would be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers, 

to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ, until all of us 

come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to maturity, to the 

measure of the full stature of Christ” (Eph. 4:11-13). 

Throughout our interview process we realized that laypeople in leadership within a local 

congregation were sensitive to the leadership needs of the congregation and knew the 

capabilities, gifts, skills, and experience of the persons in it. We became aware that the people 
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who served their church in the midst of a change situation showed evidence of spiritual maturity 

and a willingness to stretch and grow their own faith and relationship with God through Jesus in 

order to be the people God needs to lead the church. Those in lay leadership understood and 

internalized the new paradigm of church that was generally described in the interviews. They 

were highly visible as leaders in the congregation, and they served as additional communicators 

of the specific ministry vision of each church. In many churches interviewed, the laity were key 

to the prayer and discernment process, asking the question, “God are you done with us yet? If 

not, what should we do?” This process ignited the laity to realize that the future of the church 

was in their hands, as they were empowered by the Holy Spirit. 

With an overwhelming 81.6% of congregations emphasizing the critical role of laypeople in 

leadership in processes of change, we clearly heard that laypeople themselves are the hands and 

feet of change. Pastoral leaders cannot carry the vision alone, especially in a situation where the 

church is moving in a new direction. We have discovered that all the leaders (lay and clergy) 

must share the news of change to the congregation. This is where consistent communication and 

a positive attitude are so important. Laypeople help to acculturate and carry the vision. They 

lived it first in order for other people within the church to understand what it meant. When a 

newly appointed pastor brought a new vision or purpose to the congregation, the laypeople were 

the ones to engage in a high level of accountability and trust for the rest of the congregation to 

see. It is important to note that we discovered older men in our interviews who were able to 

communicate the necessity for change to their peers in such ways that the whole process of 

change became smoother and a source of less conflict. This was especially true in congregations 

that worked on adding new worship services, new small groups, or other new expressions of 

church. 

Many interviewees described a significant change in the role of pastor and saw that change as a 

key element in the revitalized ministry that was taking place within their congregations. This 

change specifically involved clergy sharing leadership power, with the intent of empowering 

laity to serve in new and authentic ways. This was a very real, fundamental change to the way 

these churches understood the purpose of church in relation to the world. The tasks of ministry 

done previously by the clergy (as proxies, perhaps, for the people of the church) became tasks 

that laity were invited to do themselves. These tasks ranged from congregational care (although 

it should be noted that the clergy regularly affirmed handling urgent and extreme instances of 

pastoral care), to program oversight and leadership, to identifying and implementing new 

ministries. Clergy were described as “delegators,” “recruiters,” and, in one memorable metaphor, 

as the persons who help people “get on the bus” and find their correct seat. In most cases, pastors 

no longer provided hands-on leadership of the various ministries—that task was intentionally 

delegated to laity (or, in larger churches, staff who, in turn, generally delegated it to laity).  

Other traits of effective laypeople in leadership during a change season included intentional 

relationships with one another and the pastoral leader. These laypeople knew what was expected 

of their leadership and were willing to do their best in the situations. This often meant that they 
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were capable of holding the tension of the change process by keeping other church members 

informed, consistently interpreting, communicating, and casting the vision of the body for their 

peers. In extreme situations, those in lay leadership were (in good communication with the 

pastor) responsible for the spiritual grounding and maintenance of healthy and balanced 

congregational life. 

The emergence of such ministry work at the laity level also meant that many churches moved 

away from the use of standing committees (other than those required by The Book of Discipline), 

and began thinking in terms of ministry teams (a concept that arose repeatedly in our 

conversations). This challenging part of the new paradigm meant that there was fluidity to the 

makeup of each team and the standard end-of-year charge/church conference vote was not part of 

the process of selecting people. Instead, the process of creating and sustaining ministry teams 

was more organic, with people (and entire teams) coming and going as needed.  

Those in lay leadership also provided visible models of welcome and hospitality, setting the new 

standard for greeting new worshipers or addressing the entire congregation. One church noted,  

“each worship leader would introduce himself or herself ‘Hi, my name is _______. I’m 

the______.  I’m so glad that you’re here.’” This created a culture in which introducing oneself 

was the norm rather than the exception, and provided a way for newcomers to feel welcome and 

know with whom they were talking. 

In a similar way, those in lay leadership served as secondary, or additional, communicators. As 

noted previously, if the pastor(s) filled the role of chief communicator, the lay leadership 

provided a horizontal level of communication, reasoning, and reassurance about the vision of the 

church, the need for changes, and the nature of the changes that were being made. This was a key 

element in the decentering of the ministry. Whereas individuals might be suspicious of the 

approach a new pastor is taking (or the new approach of an existing pastor), it was often reported 

that hearing the same ideas from other laity made a substantial difference in terms of accepting 

change.  

It is probably worth noting that while we saw evidence of effective laypeople in leadership 

throughout our interview process, we heard many stories that highlighted the difficult behavior 

of church members exhibited throughout whatever change a church was experiencing. Some of 

those behaviors included: 

 Gossip, bullying, and manipulation of the facts 

 Triangulation of church leaders and pastors 

 Withholding tithes and offerings as a power play 

 Exerting pressure on clergy and laity in leadership to go back to the way it  

was—often using blame and bargaining 
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 Leaving the church because they did not succeed in getting their way (although, in 

hindsight, this was often perceived as a good thing by those who were leading the 

change experience) 

 Mobilizing groups to be against change (we noticed this as a particular power 

play of women), often resulting in malicious gossip and hurtful accusations 

On a positive note, many of the churches interviewed used phrases like “permission giving” as a 

new way to think about the activity of laypeople throughout the congregation.  Our listening to 

these stories helped us to learn that this kind of church will “give permission” for people to 

explore all kinds of ministry and mission options when their ideas fit with the stated vision of the 

congregation and a team of people can be recruited by the originator of the idea to address any 

funding issues.  A specific example of this happened in Belle Meade, Kansas, in a small 

membership church (Belle Meade United Methodist Church) where two women envisioned a 

community dinner. They recruited their husbands to help cook and serve, and they funded the 

first meal. The monthly dinners now serve approximately 200 people. Each meal is funded by 

donations, and an emphasis on prayer has expanded their ministry so that it now has a tangible 

impact on the community. This is what it looks like when laity are empowered to “do church!” 

Overcoming Obstacles: The Hard Work of Change 

Liliana Peña Rangel 

Obstacles to change often become stumbling blocks and keep congregations from changing. 

They are impossible to ignore when churches are going through a transformation process. In our 

research we noticed various patterns in the obstacles churches face.  

 

Fear was one of several frequently cited obstacles we encountered throughout the interview 

process, with 34.2% of our congregations explicitly referencing some form of fear. This could be 

related to: 

 Fear about money and losing money if people become upset 

 Fear about new people coming into the church 

 Fear of failure (and sometimes fear of success—do we want this to change us?) 

 Fear of the response from congregation—hurting people’s feelings 

 Fear of losing control of the church 

 Fear of change  

 

It may be worth noting here how often scripture speaks the words, “Do not be afraid!” 
 

52.5% of our congregations discussed anxiety over change or failure to realize the need for 

change as obstacles. We noted this specifically with the congregations that felt they needed to 

change their attitudes about what church really was. Related to this anxiety over change, 55.7% 

of our congregations showed evidence of entrenchment, or the mentality of “if it ain’t broke, 
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don’t fix it” or “we’ve always done it like this!” Some churches simply did not know where or 

how to start changing. Several factors needed to be addressed for change to occur:   

 

 Attitudes and behaviors. Some people were said to be “set in their ways” or 

satisfied with where they were and did not want to change.  

 Several elements of behavior of the congregation needed to be addressed:  

gossip, angry outbursts, and triangulation of leaders. 

 Vision and focus. Start looking outward instead of inward. Churches in almost 

every interview we conducted said they were looking inward and never out. 

They needed to define and reach their community mission field.   

 The church structure often needed to shift from pastor-driven (pastor does the 

ministry) to pastor-led (pastor empowers laypeople to be in ministry). 
 

Overcoming Obstacles  

 

In the interview process, we learned several ways churches overcame the various obstacles they 

faced.  

 

Communication was the most consistent answer concerning overcoming obstacles.  Inclusive, 

transparent, and consistent communication eased the way for the change process.  

 

 Churches often discussed a visioning process in which everyone was invited to 

attend meetings and provide input. 

 Decisions that were made in meetings were immediately and widely shared with the 

congregation, giving the feeling that no one was left in the dark. 

 All decisions were made with as much consensus as possible. 

 Getting influential laypeople on board who were passionate and committed was 

helpful. Older men who understood the need for change within a congregation were 

extremely helpful in speaking peace into their peer group. 

 

Listening was an important facet of overcoming obstacles. If people felt that their fears, 

anxieties, and concerns were heard, then they were eventually able to embrace change. This was 

especially true in situations where the leaders of the congregation felt they were embracing a 

God-ordained vision and not just a good idea that came from the pastor or leaders. 

 

Prayer was often pointed to as an activity and spiritual practice that eased the way for change.  

We learned of congregations that actively prayed for a new pastor who would lead them well, 

that experienced prayer and fasting together to discern vision and purpose, and that prayed 

through difficult times so they could move forward together. Prayer was essential in situations in 

which the way forward seemed unclear or difficult and when seeking clarity and guidance. In 

some instances, fasting was encouraged for congregations in similar situations.   
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Change takes time, and persistence and consistency are valuable traits during change seasons.  

Often those who are resistant to change eventually accept the changes as a necessary and positive 

step for the church. We heard many stories of people who stood against screens and drums in the 

worship space but now see their benefit as new people attend worship. We heard about 

willingness to lose members if those persons refused to accept what the church had determined 

was the right direction and vision. In some ways, membership decline was viewed as a secondary 

concern next to living into a new vision. The end result of a congregation’s persistence over time 

was often eventual growth and regaining of initial losses. Persistence and a constant message 

were helpful in addressing conflicts quickly and to staying in good communication with the 

congregation. 

 

Taking baby steps was yet another way congregations overcame obstacles. When church leaders 

did not allow themselves to be discouraged by failure but worked to move slowly forward, they 

were able to keep momentum behind the change. Celebrating the little successes along the way 

were also helpful steps in overcoming obstacles and maintaining good momentum. Most of the 

congregations shared that they are still working through some obstacles and were able to take it 

on one day at a time. Perseverance and patience with a focus on God’s preferred future for the 

congregation and its surrounding community were winning the day. 

 

Spiritual Disciplines: The Motivator for Change 

Reverend Beth Estock 

One clear theme emerging from the vital churches we interviewed is that prayer and Bible study 

are the soil boosters to growth and transformation. 

80.4% of our congregations discussed placing prayer and discernment at the front of everything 

they did, “bathing” all events and activities in prayer. Meetings began with prayer, the visioning 

process involved regular prayer practices, and laypeople in leadership frequently started prayer 

groups or initiated new prayer rituals.  Some of the questions raised most often by leaders in the 

beginning phase of the transformation were the following: 

 God, why are we here? 

 Should we continue? 

 What is your call for us? 

They prayed for vision and, in the process, developed an abiding trust in God’s grace. They 

reported a growing sense that God was not done with them yet. Through this trust, they were 

able to take small steps that eventually opened more doors to new possibilities. 
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Another key practice reported was deep listening to one another, to their communities, and to the 

places where Christ was already at work. Some churches invited key leaders from the 

neighborhood to take part in their discernment process. Open and honest communication born 

out of deep listening was reported as vital to overcoming obstacles to change. 

Bible study and small groups were reported as ways that helped people to claim their call and 

empower them to live it out, with 41.8% and 55.7% of our congregations explicitly discussing 

these disciplines, respectively. For some churches, a renewed focus on God’s word and 

involvement in Bible study classes was the primary change process driving their growth. Some 

pastors discussed arriving at churches (as a new appointment) that had little Bible knowledge and 

focus and leading the church through a series of Bible studies, improving the overall Bible 

literacy of the congregation. Other churches discussed Bible study as a smaller component of a 

larger change process but an important component nonetheless. Studies of the book of Acts were 

cited most often as primary to the transformation process.  

Worship was a source of discipleship formation, particularly in churches with fewer members.  

Many churches reported a regular practice of witnessing during worship (how they experienced 

Christ in their lives and where Christ was needed in their community). This built a sense of 

spiritual intensity into the culture of the congregation that empowered them to step out in faith.  

Quite a few churches mentioned spiritual disciplines as their weakest point in the process of 

change. In the larger context of the interview, however, most churches mentioned the practice of 

John Wesley’s means of grace: works of mercy, worship, Bible study, prayer, and even fasting.   

There was a discernible shift in the way people used their financial resources, reported by 39.9% 

of our congregations as one of the obstacles to change. Many churches reported that the more 

they were able to let go of the tight control they had with money, the more they were able to live 

into the preferred future God was calling them toward. The Toward Vitality Team also noted that 

paying 100% of apportionments was evidence of vitality within churches that had experienced 

change. Some of the interviews also highlighted the fact that apportionment payments were 

considered a spiritual discipline that the churches embraced joyfully.  

 

Resources: Where to Find Help for Change 

Mark M. McCormack 

Before discussing the specific resources churches named as instrumental in navigating successful 

change, it is important to look first at how some churches either could not recall any specific 

resources or had a more unconventional notion of what constituted a “resource.” For example, a 

number of churches cited the skills and passions of their own people as their most valuable 

resource in undergoing processes of change. A pastor’s skill in teaching and preaching, the 
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involvement of laypeople in leadership in dreaming up and driving a new ministry—churches 

viewed these human resources as instrumental in leading the church through change, perhaps 

more so than any particular book, curriculum, or other more conventional resource. 

When churches did cite specific resources, they tended to stay within a common list of resources, 

both United Methodist and non–United Methodist, cited by a large number of churches in our 

sample. First, a number of churches cited the Bible as their primary resource in navigating 

change. This is not surprising, given the number of churches in our sample that discussed an 

increased commitment to Bible study as the most significant congregational change they have 

experienced in recent years. Indeed, churches that talked about a renewed commitment to Bible 

study were also more likely to cite the Bible as their most important resource for change.   

Over half (57%) of our congregations responded to the “resources” question by citing a distinctly 

United Methodist resource. When they did so, they most frequently cited the DISCIPLE Bible 

Study series as most instrumental in change. While there was a significant claim that DISCIPLE 

I: Becoming Disciples Through Bible Study was instrumental for a congregation, there were 

many comments about the entire DISCIPLE Bible Study series, as well as Christian Believer and 

Jesus and the Gospels, all published by Abingdon Press. As with the churches that cited the Bible 

as a resource, churches that cited DISCIPLE Bible Study also tended to view their commitment 

to Bible study more generally as a fundamental aspect of their recent changes as a congregation. 

The next most frequently cited United Methodist resource was Bishop Robert Schnase’s Five 

Practices of Fruitful Congregations series (Abingdon Press, 2007), followed closely by The 

Upper Room’s Walk to Emmaus program. The Walk to Emmaus program was especially fruitful 

in helping refocus congregations when there was a significant sized group of people who had 

participated in the program and were working to encourage others to participate in subsequent 

weekend events. Interviewees also noted that United Methodist Communication resources, 

Igniting Ministries and Re-Think Church, were helpful in marketing and welcoming ministries. 

Less conventional and readily identifiable than the resources mentioned above was the larger 

United Methodist connectional system. Some churches discussed the importance of United 

Methodist–sponsored conferences and seminars for equipping pastors and laypeople in 

leadership with new ideas or programs to be implemented within their own congregation. Other 

churches talked about their relationships with other United Methodist congregations as vital 

resources, either as a source of exchanging mutual information or as an opportunity for smaller, 

growing congregations to learn lessons from larger, more established congregations. As with the 

churches that discussed their own human resources, these churches suggest the importance of 

“thinking outside the box” when resourcing congregations by tapping into existing connectional 

leaders and resources. For example, Strengthening the Black Church for the 21
st
 Century 

(SBC21) has been a valuable resource both for the churches who serve as teaching churches and 

for those who partner with them to be taught and coached.   
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Though a good number of churches cited United Methodist resources when asked, almost as 

many congregations (55.7%) appeared to be open to exploring resources outside The United 

Methodist Church. There was a sense, expressed by some of these churches, that there are 

benefits to be gained in paying attention to what other successful, non–United Methodist 

churches are doing and that limiting their congregation only to United Methodist resources could 

potentially be detrimental to congregational vitality! With these churches, resources like Rick 

Warren’s Purpose Driven series (Zondervan, 2002), materials associated with the Willow Creek 

church, and Thom Rainer and Eric Geiger’s Simple Church (B&H Books, 2006) were most 

frequently cited. Such widespread reference resources external to the United Methodist system 

perhaps begs for further investigation into why churches prefer these resources over related 

United Methodist resources, as well as how The United Methodist Church might take such 

resources into consideration in developing and disseminating future resources.  

Finally, nearly a third (29.7%) of the congregations in our sample employed consultants and 

coaches as resources, most often in navigating difficult re-visioning processes (primarily with 

consultants) and in assisting pastors in professional development and accountability (primarily 

with personal coaches). As with the churches that relied on the experiences and successes of 

other churches as learning tools, these churches greatly valued and benefited from the third-party 

“outsider” perspective that consultants and coaches brought with them into the change process. 

Conclusion 

The Toward Vitality Research Team is grateful for the opportunity to explore how churches 

change. We believe the outcomes of this research have provided powerful evidence that the 

fruitfulness of United Methodist congregations throughout the United States is linked to a God-

inspired vision, clergy leaders who are not afraid to lead, and laypeople in leadership who will 

partner with the clergy to lead effectively. We have also discovered that the practice of spiritual 

disciplines, in ways appropriate for each congregation, is a powerful motivator of change and 

world-transforming outcomes. This study concluds that it is possible to overcome obstacles in 

healthy ways, and to redirect attitudes and behaviors toward an intentional outpouring of our 

individual and corporate relationship with God through Jesus Christ so that through the power of 

the Holy Spirit we can make disciples who will transform the world. 
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